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DIARY DATES

Term 1

1 February to 26 March

Wednesday 15 September 1.30pm—Trivia Quiz

Term 2

26 April to 18 June

October (TBA)—Fashion Parade

Term 3

19 July to 10 September

Friday 8 October—Musical Afternoon

Term 4

11 October to 3 December

Sunday 14 November—Market Day at Parkhills

Copy deadline for Newsletter #7 is Friday 15 October 2021.
Send articles to newsletter@u3aknox.org.au.

Sign of changes to come

A new sign has been put up outside
Parkhills outlining the upcoming
changes to the Parkhills building
and the Fairpark Reserve

www.u3aknox.org.au
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President’s Report
Once again, U3A Knox has had to “play it safe” and
go back to lockdown. Term 3 got off to a delayed start
and after being open for eight days, we had to close
down again. The designated date of return to activities
is now 2 September, but with the number of COVID
cases in the community, I doubt very much that we
will be opening up again this term, which is due to
finish on 10 September.
We can all live in hope that the current vaccination
program escalates and that our fellow Victorians are
willing to get their jab ASAP. It is only then that we
will be able to proceed with any degree of certainty
that prolonged lockdowns will be a thing of the past.
However, we are being warned that mini–lockdowns
can be expected.
Obviously, all of this has an effect on our planning,
with classes, proposed functions and outings being
cancelled or postponed. Our tutors, leaders and
Events Group spend a lot of time preparing for and
organising these, only to find that they can’t go ahead.
It is frustrating and I’m sure we all appreciate the
efforts they make to get things happening again. We
are truly fortunate to have such a wonderful, resilient
group of volunteers doing this on our behalf.
Recently, our hard working Events Group had to cancel
an evening of entertainment, where short video clips,
made by our Film Making group and music from our
Guitar and Ukulele Strummers with the Music Muster
group were to be featured. I was looking forward to
being there. The Film group have made some really
interesting clips, one of which is now on the front
page of our website, being a promotion for our U3A.
The musical groups are sounding terrific and it is a
shame we didn’t get to listen to them. Maybe we can
still do so in October.

Knox City Council Senior’s Week
For many years, U3A Knox have participated in
Senior’s Week. Previously this would have been our
annual Art and Craft Show. With the huge amount of
organising needed for an Art or Craft show, and the
uncertainty of COVID, we really couldn’t go ahead
with anything last year or this year.

Instead, we will be running (COVID and weather
permitting) a Musical Afternoon, on the lawn at
Parkhills, open to the public and of course, our
members, for free. It will feature several of our musical
groups singing and playing for us and is scheduled
for Friday 8 October, from 2.00pm until 4.00pm. This
will be a great opportunity for our musicians to show
us how well they have developed over the past few
years. I have listened in on quite a few of their classes
and truly, they are very entertaining.

Policy Review
Whilst we have been closed down, your U3A
Committee members have been busy re–evaluating
our policies and where necessary re–writing them.
It is important to keep these up to date and to have
them readily available for our members. Some of
these will be communicated via our Newsletter and
others are already published on our website, showing
the date of approval as being August 2021. Once
the remainder have been reviewed and have been
approved by Committee, they too, will be published
on the website.

New Building at Fairpark and Temporary
Re–location
Knox City Council will be calling for tenders for the
new buildings at the end of September. It is anticipated
that work will commence in early 2022 and that the
current Parkhills building will be unavailable whilst
the work is going on. This means that, sometime
next year, we are going to have to re–locate many of
our classes to other buildings or convert a few more
temporarily to Zoom. In the meantime, we will need
to work out which classes need to be re–located and
then hire rooms from other organisations to allow
us to carry on. This process has already begun, but
with almost 90 classes per week currently running at
Parkhills, we still have a lot to do. Naturally enough,
this will be disruptive for many members, but I think
we all understand what the long–term advantages of
operating from larger premises will be.
Stay safe.
Lawrie Gaylard
President

See what events and activities are available from Knox City Council.
Go to www.knox.vic.gov.au/events
www.u3aknox.org.au
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Code of Conduct Policy
PURPOSE
To ensure U3A Knox Inc. members observe appropriate
conduct and ethical standards in their interaction with
each other during classes, activities or events.

SCOPE
This policy applies to all our members.

POLICY STATEMENT
1. Rights and responsibilities
1.1

Members have the right to:

a. Participate in learning, social and recreational
opportunities.
b. A supportive, constructive and positive learning
and social experience.
c. Feel safe and respected.
d. An environment free from discrimination,
harassment and bullying.
e. A friendly and competent service delivery.
f.
1.2

Have their privacy respected, and personal
information confidentially kept.
Members have the responsibility to:

a. Understand and observe U3A Knox Inc.
Constitution and Policies and Procedures.
b. Respect the beliefs, needs and background of other
members, appreciating individual differences and
refraining from any discriminatory, harassing,
bullying or intimidating behavior.
c. Act and speak respectfully, with courtesy, and
maintain positive relationships.
d. Help create an inclusive environment and
participate in maintaining a shared purpose: work
cooperatively and collaboratively for the benefits
of all members, and allow others the opportunity
to enjoy programs and activities.
e. Allow and support the proper running and
functioning of the organisation.
f.

Act with integrity and observe strict confidentiality
regarding any access to members’ personal
information, never disclosing contact information
or any other details to anybody else without the
member’s prior permission.

g. Avoid any real or perceived conflict of interest,
and declare any conflict of interest when acting
on behalf of U3A Knox Inc.
www.u3aknox.org.au

h. Have a duty to take reasonable care for the safety
and welfare of members from the risk of harm
that can be reasonably predicted, including both
for physical and psychological wellbeing, and
report any safety hazards.
i.

Care for properties and possessions of other
members, of U3A Knox Inc. and any venue U3A
Knox Inc. occupies.

j.

Maintain the good reputation of U3A Knox Inc.
and contribute to its ability to positively serve the
community’s interests.

k. Make public comments about or on behalf of
U3A Knox Inc. only when authorized to do so by
the President.
2. Participation in classes and activities
a. Whilst U3A Knox Inc. and its tutors take all care
when conducting classes and activities, members
attend these classes at their own risk.
b. Members undertaking classes that involve
physical activity agree to take responsibility for
•

Performing exercise within the limitations set
by their medical practitioner.

•

Notifying the tutor immediately if they feel
unwell or they develop pain during the class/
activity.

c. Members and volunteers are expected to be
punctual and reliable in attending classes,
activities, events or other commitments.
d. Members are expected to register apologies for
any absences to classes they are enrolled in. If a
member fails to attend regularly without a valid
reason, their place may be offered to another
member on the course waiting list.
e. Members are expected to promptly withdraw
from classes or activities they are no longer able
to attend or from volunteering commitments
which they are no longer able to meet.

COMPLAINTS
Breaches of this Code of Conduct will be managed
according to the Complaints Policy.

APPROVAL
This policy was reviewed and amended by the U3A
Knox Inc. Committee of Management on August 11,
2021.
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Life in Lockdown
Well, we can’t control when a lockdown is necessary
but at least technology and human perseverance give
us some opportunities to carry on as normal. Many
U3A courses have been continuing using Zoom
software. They are listed here.

Introduction to Digital
Cameras.......................................Ian Morris

Course........................................Tutor

Esperanto.....................................Franciska Toubale

Current Affairs............................Jeff Hall

German........................................Brigitte Salwat

The Good Solar...........................Daniel Waffler

French Conversation...................Sabrina Hayes

Astronomy..................................Clive Dickinson

French.........................................Bernadette Clarisse

Health Matters.............................John Fleming

French.........................................Mary Duffin

Investing and Finance.................Daryl Barrett

Latin............................................Robin McKay

Technology Support Group.........Daniel Waffler

Men’s Health...............................Peter Baird

Judaism for non-Jewish
People..........................................Dina Burgess

Yoga............................................Colin Tozer

Chair Yoga..................................Jacinta Darlison
Camera Club...............................Ian Morris

Artistic expression......................Daphne Ristic

A class that is out of this world
The answer to life, the universe and everything…
well, no guarantees, but the U3A Knox Astronomy
class will give it a go.
Clive
Dickinson’s
class has been running
for about five years
now. During 2020‘s
lockdown, it changed
to a Zoom class along
with a number of other
U3A classes, and this
year continued on Zoom
which has turned out to
be useful. The format
suits the members as
much of the content is
discussion and videos.
There is a wealth of
material
available
online.
The class description
explains that for all
human history and
probably
pre–history,
what lies above our planet has filled us with wonder,
awe and the desire to understand its workings. The
www.u3aknox.org.au

class seeks to answer some of the questions which arise
naturally in our minds—what are the different types
of objects that make
up our universe? —
how can we make
measurements that
show us how the
universe works?—
what are the current
theories of how the
universe began and
how it has developed?
— what is the future
of our planet, our
solar system and the
universe
beyond?
We begin by studying
the basics of our own
solar system and
then move on from
there to wherever our
travels may take us.
So far, we have
explored many of
these themes. Clive
has presented much of current scientific thinking as
well as going back to basics, revisiting the maths,
4

chemistry and physics many of us may have only
touched on many years ago. This is to help us
understand the tools that astronomers use.

of terraforming planets or moons in our own solar
system to support human life. (Terraforming is where
we change an environment to suit our requirements.)

The format is flexible, we may follow a logical path
through a subject or sometimes deviate because
of a question someone has raised or some new
announcement in the news. In the last weeks we have
been watching a series of lectures on the birth, life
and death of stars as well as discussing some of the
alternative theories to dark matter and the possibility

Class participation is welcome, asking questions or
researching and presenting on a subject that interests
you. But there is no pressure on members.
So, if you are curious and want to find out more about
the universe in which we live, you are welcome to
join us.
Kathleen Meekings

Camera Club Pushes Through
Despite the disruptions to U3A classes and activities
as a result of lockdowns, and the closure of our
facilities, a number of groups have continued to meet
via Zoom. One of these, that I am a member of, is
the Camera Club class (13HOB01). This is how we
manage online...
Our tutor, Ian
Morris, sets a topic
for the week in
advance and we
all submit images
to him via online
storage that he has
set up. Topics for
the last few weeks
have been “Rivers
and
Streams”,
“Transport”, “Three
Colours” and “Black
and White Street
Photographs”.
We all join a Zoom
session at 11:15am
on a Wednesday. Ian,
having received the
images previously,
commences proceedings by sharing his screen and
showing the images to all of us. Each person’s images
are shown one by one and the group votes for their
favourite or best image. All of these “best” images,
nominations for Picture of the Week, are displayed
to everyone again, and a winning picture of the week
chosen.

The voting is great fun, and leads to plenty of discussion
about what made a particular image outstanding, or
(in the kindest possible way) how an image could be
enhanced.
We usually have time in the second half of our class
to watch an instructional video on some aspect of
p h o t o g r a p h y.
Hopefully
they
are helping us to
become BETTER
photographers.
It is disappointing
not to be able to
meet with fellow
class
members
face to face at
present, but this
way of doing
the class works
well and keeps us
connected.
Ian is also starting
a new course
(12HOB11
Introduction
to
Digital Cameras). This will be offered via Zoom on
a Tuesday night at 7:30pm. There are three modules,
including a 10 week online course produced by
Chris Bray Photography. This leads to an evaluation
of Photoshop Elements editing software and, if you
have or decide to buy the software, the course will
continue for two more terms. It sounds good and I am
going to sign up.
David Kerrisk

www.u3aknox.org.au
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Vale Ron Henderson
It was with great sorrow we learned of the passing of
long term tutor Ron Henderson.
For many years Ron led a weekly discussion class
which he called “An Afternoon in Three Parts”. At the
start of each class, he would write three statements on
a whiteboard, then start off by asking the class what
they thought of the first statement, which became the
topic for the following 20 minutes, before moving on
to the other two items.
The students in that class learned that whatever seems
to be all right, may not be the truth, that there were a lot
of underlying facts that are rarely taken into account.
Topics included government policies and problems,
scientific developments and historical events all of
which shaped the world as we know it. Each week
this class was full and had a large waiting list.
Eventually, Ron stood down from the role but he
wasn’t finished.
In 2014, he began taking his fortnightly “Melbourne
Walks”, where he would lead groups of “no more
than 20!” around the streets of Melbourne and its
suburbs, pointing out features of interest, whether it
be architectural or historical. His anecdotes were well
researched and incredibly informative.

In running these Melbourne walks, Ron always
claimed the biggest problem for him was “Where,
on the walk, could he find a coffee shop that would
hold 20 people?”. Once again, these walks were
oversubscribed with a long waiting list.
In fact, Ron decided that with so many people waiting
he would repeat the walk the following week and did
that for four years.
As a leader for over 10 years, Ron enriched many
people’s lives. He will be greatly missed by his friends
and “students”.
Ron’s sudden passing took us by surprise and
unfortunately, because of COVID restrictions, his
many friends could not attend his funeral, although
most would have watched the service via streaming.
Because of this, once U3A opens up again, his son
will drop in a card to the office with the request that
his friends write their names and any comments about
Ron on it. We will let you know when that is ready.
Finally, our commiserations to Ron’s wife Margaret;
we thank her for lending Ron to us for such a long
time.
Lawrie Gaylard
President

New Zest4Life program out now
The September to October 2021 edition of the Knox
Over 55s Zest4Life booklet is now available. This
includes the 2021 Knox Seniors Festival which kicks
off on Friday 1 October—which is the International
Day of Older Persons. There are a variety of events
and information sessions to enjoy including music,
singing, dancing, walking basketball, carpet and lawn
bowls, bus tours and more.

Click here to view the booklet or contact Robbie
Leslie, Coordinator Social Connections on robbie.
leslie@knox.vic.gov.au or call 9298 8474.

Learn ‘How to get older, without getting old’, bop
along to The Beatles while watching the movie
Yesterday and learn some tips, tricks and strategies
from our Occupational Therapist to make your life
easier at our Life Hacks session.

www.u3aknox.org.au
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Social Isolation and Loneliness
Article written by Michelle Penney, Knox City Council Community Connections Recovery Officer

The issues associated with social isolation and
loneliness are gaining more attention in relation to
how they affect health and wellbeing. While social
isolation and loneliness are connected, they are not
the same thing and it is possible to have one without
the other.
•

•

Social isolation—is when a person has a small (or
no) network of family, friends and connections
with their broader community.
Loneliness—is the painful feeling that results
in a discrepancy between desired and actual
relationships with family, friends and connections
with the broader community.

How big an issue is social isolation and
loneliness?
•

1 in 4 Australians are lonely, and this increased to
1 in 2 during 2020.

•

The loneliest are people aged 18 to 25 years and
those aged over 75.

•

•

Increased risk of breast & bowel cancer.

•

Most lonely are 17 times more likely have made
a suicide attempt.

•

74- 95% people with psychosis are lonely.

•

Increased drug/alcohol use, increase in depression
and anxiety.

What can be done to help people who
are socially isolated and lonely?
The stigma surrounding loneliness is high. Feelings
of shame—unwanted, un–needed and un–loved are
significant factors that contribute to people to be
isolated and lonely. We need to start talking about
loneliness and encourage people to find ways to
connect with their others.
If you are feeling lonely during these times, remember
there are programs and services available to support
you such as:
•

The Living Our Best Life Project is running
online Talking Cafes. For details contact
Leanne Fitzgerald on 0457 646 384 or
livingourbestlifeproject@gmail.com.

•

Bridges Connecting Communities offers ‘Phone
a Friend’ and ‘Pen Pal’ programs. For details call
Reception on 9753 4577.

•

There are also online and phone events on offer
in the Knox Over 55s Zest4Life booklet or call
9298 8828.

31,764 Knox residents (aged over 15) are lonely.

How does social isolation and loneliness
impact people?
•

26% higher risk of premature death.

•

29% higher rate of coronary disease.

•

32% higher risk of stroke.

New Members of Knox U3A
Welcome to the following new members. We trust you will enjoy your U3A studies and activities.
Lorraine Abrecht
Maria Barker
Liene Berzins

www.u3aknox.org.au

Gary Caulfield
Shane Doyle
Madhav Ganu

Jaganathan Kandiah
Julie Parker
Graeme Thomas
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Hello to all at U3A Knox Inc.,
We would like to invite members of U3A Knox Inc.
to join the free, world-renowned online brain health
course that is opening in October. With many affected
by restrictions, members of your organisation may be
looking for alternative activities that are engaging,
worthwhile, and keep people connected.

Free online dementia education for
everyone
The Preventing Dementia MOOC (massive open
online course) examines the latest evidence on
dementia risk factors and ways to reduce the risk. This
free online course is open to everyone and members
of your network may be interested in learning how
to reduce their dementia risk. Being part of an online
community of participants can also reduce feelings of
isolation.
Recent research suggests that around 40% of dementia
cases might be prevented or delayed by modifying
risk factors.
You are never too young or too old to do something
about your dementia risk.

www.u3aknox.org.au

Enrolments are now open for the next Preventing
Dementia MOOC
Course opens: 5 October 2021
Course duration: 4 weeks
Estimated effort: 2 hours per week
Course access: Day or night, on your smart phone,
tablet or computer
Course closes: 19 November 2021 (content is
accessible across 6 weeks)
Completion certificate? Yes, there is a personalised
certificate on completion
Cost: FREE
Click here for more information about the
Preventing Dementia MOOC or sign up and enrol at
mooc.utas.edu.au
Thank you for taking the time to read about the
Preventing Dementia MOOC. We hope to see you
and members of your network in the course soon.
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